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JIM AND BRA.D •• SHINY NEW PAINT ON 17o•s

FLY WITH YOUR FEET ON
/

HIPERLIGHT MIXER CONTROL.
AUTO-FLAP ACTION FROM STICK
BACK ••• WITH ROLL CONTROL •••

THE FOREST FLOOR •••

AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST

BELA'S AIRCRAFT
ENGINE & ACCESSORY SHOP
2711 BROOKFIELD, DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
(OFF DENTON DRIVE LOVE FIELD AREA)

(214) 351-1172
FAA CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION #202-148
BELA AMBRUS: RESIDENCE (214) 352-8149

contactJohn Austin

PARTS EXCHANGE

ENGINE OVERHAUL

Airport Residential Lots and Hanger sites.
Restricted
Municipal Water
2900 ft. Paved & Lighted Runway
1-347-2030

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT

£ ____________

00°!% £ W•&lfD@OO

FAA - CERTIFIED REPAIR ST . 202 - 87

SORRELL HIPERLIGHT
and

J's AIRCRAFT

-..__,_ MICROLOGIC LORAN C
~~

ENGINES AND PARTS INC.

DISTRIBUTORS

10819 DENTON DR .
DALLAS. TEXAS 75220

POWERPLANT & PARTS RENOVATORS
DALLAS 214-630 - 7880

NEW!

DALE BROOKS ANO CHRIS KOSAN
2100 Via Balboa
(214) 386-4026
Carrollton, Texas 75006

NEW!

We are Now Distributors for DITZLER
Aircraft Paints
All Colors Supolied from Stock . . .

George Carrol I
DOYLE
ADAK&

_AIRCRAF-T~SUP~LY: COMPANY-

GEM SUPPLY

1204 PARWELK

We also have Aircraft Supplies, Pilot Supplies.
Ground Support Equipment & More.
8122 DENTON DRIVE
DALLAS, TEXAS 75235

(214) 637-3598

Phone (214) 350-7066

J. HOWARD FITCH

AIRCRAFT INSURANCE

(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg.)

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
AN •

MS

•

NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES

Sales - Service
Certified Flight Instruction
Familiarization Flights

SCOTT, RAND.,&
GARY SEVEREN

6060 N. CENTRAL EXPV.
SUITE 738
DALLAS, TX 75206

(214) 369-7433

Airstrip
Hanger Facilities
Denton, Texas

WATCH FOR NEW
LOCATION SOON

ATTENTION:

Sales & Showroom
14260 Marsh Lane
Dallas, TX 75234-3865

HOMEBUILDERS! ! !

Dallas North Balloonport. Inc.
Hot Air Balloon

USED AIRPLANE PARTS

Champagne

Rides

PAUL CAMP

(214) 596-2468
SALES

•

RIDES

•

PROMOTIONS

•

TRAINING

Operating from Dallas North Airport

. 214/227-4569

LANCASTER AIRPORT

Hangar Echoes
EAA Chapter 168 August 1984
Well Oshkosh 1 84 is history. I've talked to several who went and they
apparently all had a good time. That doesn't . make me feel better about
missing it, but it makes me feel stronger in my resolve to go. Marvin
Brott is preparing a report for you that will be included in this issue.

Have you noticed the photos displayed on the Bulletin Board at the meetings?
That has become the highlight of the meetings for me. Take advantage of
this opportunity to display the efforts of your labor and give the rest of
us a treat. Nick Nickle came up with the board for our use. Thanks Nick!
Speaking of Nick he is putting silver dope on his Aero Sport II. He is looking for an 0320 Lycoming engine. If you have an extra in your inventory give
Nick a call.
All our regular fourth Tuesday meetings are good, some are better than others,
however one part of our meetings is always super good. That's the coffee and
cookie break. At the August meeting of your Beard of Directors we discovered
that the "honor system" of putting a little something in the kitty to pay for
the coffee and cookies is a little less than honorable. The collection is
insufficient to pay for the goodies. It is being subsidized from your chapter
treasury which Treasurer Clair Button assures me is already operating at a
deficit. Dig deep, men let's pay as we go. If we learn how to handle a balanced
budget we can all go to Washington and tackle the big one.
Phil Bachman, President of Venture Aviation is going to bring the program for
August. This should be an interesting program. The Venture Mustang is an
exciting airplane . They've been flying the prototype, N51JR, out of Addison.
'Ihey had gear failure around July 17 and Vernon Thorp, the test pilot successfully
landed it with. one gear up and one gear down. While unplanned it was a good test
of the integrity of the airframe. They had the airplane all back together in
time to go to Oshkosh but due to some mirror engine and prop problems N51JR, like
Mutt, didn't get to go tQ the big flu in. The program · should be of interest to
all of us. You'll be able to get information on when the kits will be available,
costs, etc. I think Phil is also planning to do a program for later at their
Hangar at Addison where we will be able to see it and perhaps a flight demonstration.
Let's have a good turn out at the August 28 meeting at our usual meeting place,
The Skyline Recreation Center.
We are trying to put together a program on the Trident,an unusual swept wing
ultralight you may have seen at Oshkosh. It is marketed through the Summit Aircraft
Corporation out of Denton, Texas.
There are three important fly ins coming up. The first one will be August 25 at
McKinney Aerocountry. This will be a chapter 168 fly in sponsored by several
members of the Chapter who have built Hangars there. B.S.(Bent Spinner) and Peggy
Cutler, our Fly-in Coordinators, will have a more detailed report in this
publication. Bob did a good jo£ on reporting the Kitty Hawk fly-in. He did take
a few liberties with the facts regarding the whereabouts of Pileit Young and
Bummer Way and the reasons they were not at that event.
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He also stated that the target was not hit. When the crack bumming team,
Young and Way, compete I'll assure you, the target has been and will again
be hit even though (many of you may not be aware of ·this) when they perform,
instead of the usual truck tire target, they give us a J-3 tail wheel tire
for a target.
Two other interesting fly ins you' 11 want to attend are coming up:
Septemb_e r 14-16 - Kerrville, Texas 20th Annual Kerrville Fly-In Sponsored by
the 39 EAA Chapters in Texas. Contact Kerrville Convention and Visitors
Bureau, P.O. Box 790, Kerrville, Texas 78028 (512)896-1155
September 21-23 - Tahlequah, Oklahoma - 27th Annual Tulsa Fly~In at Tahlequah
Airport Sponsored by EAA Chapters A/C 10, IAC 10, and UL 10, and AAA Chapters
2. · Contact Charles W. Harris, 119 E. 4th St., Tulsa, Oklahoma. (918) 585-1591.
This may be
netted zero
material is
a typwriter
please give

.

the last typwritten report. The appeal for volunteer typist last
volunteers. The problem. with printing copies of o·u r handwritten
that it is hard to read and it takes up more space. If you have
or access to one and can give up 2 or 3 hours from time to time
me a call - this is a desperate plea.

Even though Dick Cavin didn't get to -Oshkosh this year he was recognized at
the awards presentation anyway. He is the recipient of the Major Acheivement
Award! He was one of ten EAA members from Chapters all over the world to .be
recognized for his contributions to Sport Aviation. Congragulations ~.r.
Cavin! _He also recieved, you may remember, the P:r·esidents Award at Oshkosh
about 4 years ago. A couple of years ago Dick built a T-18 fuselage for Karl
Lipscomb, a Missouri EAA'r. That same T-18 was the 1984 Peoples Choice Best
T-18: We are fortunate to have Dick Cavin in our Chapter.
Let's have a good turn out for the August 28th Fly in! If your airplane isn't
ready, drive in! There will be buddy riders!
Fly Safely!
OSHKOSH 1984
by Marvin Brott

Once again Oshkosh 84 was an absolutely outstanding fly-in. This
year was special since Ken Krebaum, David Pritchard, and myself
made the trip to Oshkosh in style by taking Davet Cessna 195.
The weather up and back was really poor, but during the first
five days _the convention pr~abl,J had its ~ b e s t weather ever.
The great part this year~1Gtting there on Thursday which allowed
for an excellent parking spot for watching the air show.
For
five days we sat in the shade of the 195 wing watching the
activities. Let me say that Dav~s 195 is an outstanding example
of all the 195s that I have ever seen. The most asked question
was how much gas does it burn per hour?

Representation by chapter 168 was a little down this year• (where
were the Cavinss, Cutlers, Youngs, Ways and all the res1 of you
?). Jim Rushing and Owen Bruce came up in Ji~s Mustang II.
Others at Oshkosh that I saw were Clair Button, Bartie and Mary
Coyle, Larry Bradshaw, Larry Grimm, Sam Jobe, Tom Jackson, and
Gene Plazak in his taildragger Yankee.
On Friday (becoming the first day of Osh) we went to the EAA
Aviation Museum which is one of the best in the country. New for
this year is the development of Pioneer Airport which is grass
strip behind the museum with a 1930s look. Featured is an oldtime hanger (now under construction) and antique airplanes owned
by the museum.
The airshow each evening was the standard Oshkosh air show.
Great for the first timer but repetitive for someone who has been
there before. Of special interest to me this year was a Mooney
aerobatic airshow by Gene Soucy .and Charlie Hillard in a 201 and
231. They were excellent.
On Sunday the Voyager stole the
airshow with it arrival. Its immense size and apparent frailty
are hard to comprehend. Dick Rutan and Jeana Yeager flew the
Voyager to Oshkosh from Mojave in about 15 hours. The Voyage?s
flight to Osh. was its eleventh. The project has been privately
funded from the start and will continue that way. A date has not
been set for the non-stop, unrefuled, •round-the-world flight, but
they indicate it will happen some time next year.
Before that,
they will fly the Voyager with progressively more fuel until they
have enough data to attempt the big flight - 22,858 miles. This
is going to be onef~e biggest things to happen in aviation in
long time and EAA is part of it.

a

Winner of the Osh 500 for the fourth year was A.J. Smith in his
AJ-2. · Average speed was 249 mph. Steve Wittman walked away from
a forced landing during the race. The engine of his single-place.
Bonzo apparently quit during the last lap.Jim Miller (San Marcos)
in his new GEM 260 came in second. Miller even got loston the
first lap which was 20 mph slower than his average for the race.
This brings us to the many new planes which appeared at Oshkosh.
My favorite was this GEM 260 which is a two-place variation of
the Formula 1 racer that Miller has been racing for several
years.
I would expect the GEM 260 to be at Kerrville.
Construction is a framework of welded steel tubing with vacuum
molded carbon fiber and epoxy resin skins. Empty weight was 510
lbs and gross weight is 1050 lbs. Miller indicated that with the
100 hp 0-200 ~ top speed is 270 mph. Kits will be available
in near future.
The second new aircraft to rate top attention was the Swearingen
300. This plane had all the signs of "not" being builf' iri the
back yard. Everthing was sophisticated and well executed on the
300. In the fly by pattern it was obvious that this plane was
approaching 300 mph. Our own area in Dallas is becoming a major
developer of experimental aircraft. The Venture Aviation people

had a display of their 2/3 scale P-51DJ Mustang at Oshkosh.
Unfortunatally they did not get their prototype to Oshkosh
because of the one gear up landing at Addison. Its amazing but
they made national TV with that little event. The second local
area company at Oshkosh was Summit Aircraft from Denton with
their Trident ultralight. The configuration of this craft is the
"joined-wing".
These people are interested
in
making
a
presentation at one of our chapter meetings.
Another outstanding ultralight that was demonstrated American
Aircraft two placeFalcon.
The original prototype flew three
years ago but what we saw at Oshkosh was the ninth prototype.
The ultralight people are into a third generation of their
aircraft which represents good safety and performance.
As of Monday the aircraft registration was 1416 which is up from
1983 and still a little down from 1982. In general the number of
new designs demonstrated this year was up. As %'mentioned at the
start, 1984 was one of the best,if not the best 1 year for Oshkosh.
Just a reminder, get those dorm room reservations in for 1985 by
no later than October.
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last year or so a lot of us have been, well - curious - about untrabut altho' we have been attracted and fascinated by these brightly
powered kites there was a little voice that kept saying, "be patient.
get better".

Sure enough, they got better and last weekend I finally got to fly a genuine
ultralight and it was fun, fun, fun!
I had been
CHRIS told
said there
weekend, I

looking forward to flying DALE BROOKS Hiperlite ever since he and
me thatthey were assembling their newly arrived kit, but when Dale
would be one from Louisiana out at Weed Patch International on the
was elated that the magic day was at hand. ·

RON BOSTIC ~nd I arrived at 9 a.m. and no one was there except our host, BOB
COX and his trusty John Deere tractor (that is about of the same vintage as he
is). However in a few minutes we heard a soft buzzing to the west and soon a
blood red little biplane lazily drifted into the "traffic pattern" and touched
down as softly as a feather. Dale and Chris showed up in a few minutes with
their uncovered Hiperlite fuselage in the back of their pickup.
After exchanging pleasantries all around for awhile we took a little inspection tour around the airplane and the more we looked the more we liked what
we saw~ In spite of its size it gives one an impression of ruggedness, that
many of the untralights don't.

One structural point on ultralights has always eroded my confidence in them
and that is the average landing gear is usually very little more than a long
hori zonta 1 axle with a11 the wrong geometry for the absorbing of heavy 1oads
(i.e. a full stall landing from a much too high f l are). I'm happy to report
the Hiperlite doesn't fit the above category. It's gear legs .are tape red
solid steel rods that are set in sockets and are raked aft at an angle that
makes it act like a skid with a roller on the end. This is the class i c Ta i lwind gear, as designed by the old master, STEVE WITTMAN. In any hard l anding
the gear should act as a 11 fuse 11 between the fuselage and the ground. Its basic function is to absorb the energy and spare the fuselage and occupants from
damage. It should do this job without causing the airplane to rebound in i ts
energy dissipation and this it does nicely. Basically it's like the venerable
wire leg gears on model airplanes, whose fragile structures are well protected
from high landing loads.
Another thing that gives me confidence in the Hiperlite is its family 11 tree 11 ,
that I have come to know well over the years. I started visting the late HOBIE
SORRELL in the 60 s at his home and airplane "factory" at Tenino, Wa., a remote
rural area in the heavily wooded area a few miles south of the Seattle-Tacoma
area. Hobie was a self-taught aviation genius who had a sixth sense of almost
perfect design integrity. Featherweight airplanes weren't the 11 in 11 thing then,
but he designed and built at least a dozen designs that flew well on a very
minimum of power - and each and every one of them was completely different from
its predecessor! He explored every possible power plant from chain saw engines
to outboard motors. He explored every leading edge aero-dynamic concept, every
known configuration of wings and fuselage, and every type of construction.
I found out that they all flew well, as I tracked down new owners of t hem i n
the area.
1
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Hobie's design were canted to one function: to fly for the sheer j ob of flying
and do it in the most economical manner possible. They also had to land super
slow to get in and out of his pasture "airport" alongside the house, an 800 ft.
strip that required landing one way and taking off the other (because of the high
hill and pine trees at·one end). Such designs were practical in the Pac i fic
Northwest, as most of the open areas were tiny patches in the valleys or on the
-·
side of hills.
The Hiperlite's great grandfather was the protype of the "Guppy" which was powered
with a Cushman golf cart engine of 18 hp. I saw it make its 3rd flight at Hobie's
place one day and it flew like gangbusters! It outperformed the J-3 Cub that
someone flew in and out of there a little later.
It's a story unto itself, but there were a half dozen negat i ves stagger biplane
designs between the Guppy and the Hiperbipe and now it's gone full circle again.
I also remember his sons in those days, JOHN, MARK, and TIM, who built airplanes
at Hobie's side from their tiny type days. Hobie passed on his firm religious
convictions and his talents and innate modesty to these fine young men - and it
shows.
The negative stagger biplane arrangement allows a wider allowable CG range and
gives better pilot visibility than either a monoplane or positive stagger biplane.
By putting fuel behind the pilot, the pilot can move forward for even better
visibility. This also makes it easier to get in and out. One other advantage
of the biplane configuration is that it enhances the stall character i stics inasmuch
as it is common practice to set the angle of incidence on the lower wing a bit
higher than the upper. This allows the upper wing to continue flying (lifting)
even tho' the lower wing is stalled and producing high drag (which in itself is
a benefit in making steep approaches over obstructions).
r-. .i..- -

-

The foward fuselage is a rugged cage of 4130 steel tubing, which joins to the rear
fuselage frame of aluminium tubing at about the rear spar position. Quick release
"pip" pins are used to make the rear fuselage easily removable for the transport
or minimum cubage storage. The tail group is also welded tube and carries external
brace wires, too. All control surfaces use oilite bearings at all hinges. All
controls (with the exception of the rudder} are push-pull tube operated, with
bearings at each bell crank. All controls are quickly disconnected at the fuselage "break" position.
The cockpit area is quite spacious - about 5 1 from the firewall to the seat back
and about 3½ ft. tall at the seat position. There is plenty of elbow room, too,
22". The cabin height automatically sets the gap between the upper and lower
wings and the generous gap and negative stagger tend to minimize downwash interference.
I used to shudder at the thought of a forced landing in a briar patch with the
flying lawn chair ultralites, with the possibility of getting a hot engine down
my neck at the same time. The Hiperlite's shoulder harness, tractor engine
configuration, superb turnover protection, and a landing speed so low that it can
1and in a space only slightly larger than that used by a helicopter adds up to
superb pilot protection. Theoretically a two cycle engine is less reliable than
a 4 cycle mill, but how often has your lawn mower engine, or your outboard engine
quit cold? There are thousands of 2 cycle motorbikes merrily buzzing away every
day, too.
.
.
.
The engine is the 28 hp ROTAX 277, an engine that is rapidly becoming the #1
ultralite engine, and it uses a belt type reduction drive to slow the prop down
by a 2.5:l ratio. The airplane I flew had a 2:1 ratio and the resonance factor
caused a "wow-wow-wow" beat that could get annoying altho' the sound level was
surprising low in flite and on the ground taxiing.
The wing structure is all metal, with stamped aluminium ribs and brake-formed
spars of husky .070. The covering is heat shrunk, rip stop dacron with a U.V.
barrier.
Now to how it flies: The combination windshield/canopy is a single piece of
Lexan and is the swing-over type. This allows a large opening for easy entry.
The seat is very comfortable and the controls are conveniently placed and all
feel very natural quite quickly. The visibility is excellent, both on the
ground and in the air. There is even a sewn-in window at the knee level (and
that might be important}. The canopy latches securely, but you can't fly with
it partially open.
The engine starts easily with a good yank on the starter cord handle in the
right corner of the panel. Notice I didn't say instrument panel, because there
aren t any! That was a bit of a shock at first, but I soon got used to it.
One s ears give rpm info, but I'd feel more comfortable to have some indication
of engine temperature. As for the A/S indicator, it s a ball that floats inside
a clear plastic tube out on the interplane strut.
1

1
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As I taxied .away I was impressed by how easily the Hiperlite responded to rudder
movement. The tail wheel is steerable, but the rudder is large enough that a
quick blast of throttle made it very effective. The gear is 5 ft. wide, which is
close to the ideal gear width of 25% of span (22 ft.). The tires are low pressure
and .are extra large and this all makes for a very well behaved airplane on the
ground. I had the distinct impression that I could make a high speed taxi turn
without dragging a wingtip or putting the airplane over on its back. I was also
very pleased with how well it accelerated and then how quickly it would decelerate.
This bird had no brakes and I was concerned on how quickly it would come to a
stop (in close quarters). Brakes are now available and no doubt everyone will
opt for them, just as Dale and Chris have on their new one.

As I turned into the wind and lit the fuse, I was surprised at how quickly the
tail came up and in maybe 150 ft. the little bugger was coming up and out of
there at a good rate. I always detested underpowered airplanes that would just
barely climb, but Hiperlights gets with it.
·
0

My next surprise was how fast this little gem would roll from a 30 bank to the
left to a 30° bank right. Quick as a cat! The full span ailerons get the job
done, even at 45 mph. 'Course they need plenty of help with the rudder to overcome
the adverse yaw of the down aileron and this takes some conscious thought to
properly coordinate.
I cut my 11 test
Turned out the
tho' it hadn't
people flew it

fl ite 11 short as the Rotax was dropping a stitch n9w and then .

plug had over 300 hours on it and was past due for change, even
given any trouble before. After they replaced it another 18
that day and it ran like gangbusters.

I made a normal 180° side approach with power back to idle from downwind and
again I got a pleasant surprise at how well it glided. I expected it would
have a high sink rate like most biplanes, but I got the impression that one
might even soar this bird like I used to once in awhile in my Aeronca K.
As a matter of fact, Dale told me later that he watched MARK SORRELL soar the
bird in Feb (in Seattle) for over 13 minutes, so this could make summer f lying
in Texas have s~me extra spice. It'd be fun to just see how long you could
stay aloft on the 5 gal fuel supply. The answer to that is in the Hiperlight's
low drag ocefficient and it's aspect ratio of over 7. Low drag and high aspect
ratio are the reasons sailplanes are so efficient . Broad stubby wings are a
no-no for low powered airplanes in a climb as the percent of total lift lost
to wing tip vortices increases drastically as the aspect ratio decreases. The
more the angle of attack is increased the more total lift suffers. Get too high
an aspect ratio and wing structure weight goes too high, so the biplane makes
an acceptable compromise.
I found the bird slips beautifully and that it handles crosswinds with ease.
The flare and landing was like settling into a big featherbed. As ·the stick
comes all the way back the ailerons droop 20° and become flaperons for some extra
lift (and drag). Push the stick forward and they go up a few degrees for minimum
sink speed (375 fpm) and a glide ratio of 10:l at 60 mph.
I also liked to look out and see dual flying wires and to know it was designed
for +6 Gs (96 ultimate} and - 4 Gs at gross weight (which is 250 lbs). It can
be classified as an ultralight or an experimental homehuilt (very light airplane,
VLA) at the option of the builder/owner.
Perhaps you get the idea that I am very enthusiastic about Hiperlight and think
it would make an ideal little sport plane that is easy to build, easy to fly,
cheap to operate, then you've got it, amigo! This Mightly Mouse has good genes
and you're going to see lots of 'em around in time to come. We now have a half
dozen good very light airplanes for modern EAAers to pick and choose from and
it'll be interesting to see how many will be populating home workshops in the
next year or so.
Dale and Chris' Hiperlight will be ready to fly in a couple of weeks and the
chapter will be invited to watch it spread its wings, so until then stand by .
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OONFEDERATE AIRSHO DENIDN
By John Criswell
If you've been around airplanes long, long enough to have experienced
the nickle, dime and $ 20 bill drain on your bank account; you walk away
frcrn a Confederate Air Force "soow" slightly in awe and green with envy.
It is imfossible not to be awed by the sight and sound of huge round engines
pulling 50 year old airplanes across the sky. The envy corres from knowing
these ooys pay for their toys with lRS dollars.
Mutt and Peggy Way and I joined aoout 6,000 others at Denton on the
first day of the "show" baking our brains in the 103° sun. Bill Lawler had
flown in earlier in his 175 to spend the weekend keeping the airplanes
flying.
The "show" began with the obligatory aerobatic performances by what
seerred like every Pitts on the field. Judging by the ho hum audience reaction and the lack of enthusiasm from the "announcer" these endless strings
of snaps, spins and CUban eights have just aoout run their course, even
with the non-flying public.
H:>st of the attention was centered around the beer and coke stands
where the lines were 6 to 10 deep all afternoon. (every _few minutes the
"announcer" would urge everyone to consurre plenty of liquids and to close
their eyes when an engine was started near them. Both announcerrents seerred
a little obvious)
Inside the main hanger aoout a dozen stands were set up selling "tourist
treasures", everything from plastic rrodel airplanes to genuine authentic
exact replicas of Japanese Kamikaze head scarves. Since this was the only
shade for aoout 20 miles, it was standing room only. Everytirre the Bearcat
cranked it's engine 17 dozen T-shirts went off the table and against the wall.
But when the Bearcat, plus two Corsairs, one Hellcat and 20 T-6's all
cranked their engines at once people cane to attention. There was quite an
assortrrent of W:>rld War II hardware on the field. The confederate Air Force
cal:ls this one of their Class A Airshows. That :rreans they use lOI'S of
dynamite. There was a B-17, three B-24 's, three A-26 Invaders, and one
A-20 Havoc. There were at least a couple of Dauntlesses, four TBM Avengers,
but only three flew, one couldn't get it's wings to lock in place. There
was one I.ockheed Ventura, one only P-51 and P-38 in civilian paint, and
two beautifully restored Bell Cobras, one Air and one King. There was also
one PBY catalina, and a single Curtis Warhawk complete with sharks rrouth.
When they all finally struggled into the air (the "announcer" kept referring
to them as a gaggle of fighters) they were attacked by a swarm of Japanese
Zeros (T-6 's in warpaint) in a re-enactrrent of the Day of Infamy. On a
scale of 1 to 10 the show stacked up this way:
-Aircraft
10
Choreography
7
2
Sound effects
Announcing
2
Staging
5
Imagination
4
The Confederate Air Force has been doing this show so long, they should have
it down better by now. There are huge gaps between "acts" while planes are
"recovered". No atterrpt is made to explain the significance of the various
battles or the equiprent which was involved. The Sound effects records of
machine guns are so scratchy and tinny, there is no real feeling of being
"there" as the announcer keeps imploring. Perhaps they've dorie it so many
tirres they are as oored as the crowd was with the soow. It's too bad,
these planes and the :rren and 'v.UITEn who flew them (funny, the Confederate
Air Force never xrentions the wonen in combat) played a vital role in the
liberation of Europe. These are the few remaining machines from the tirre
and there needs to be rrore respect for them. Just donating them to a
tax exerrpt corporation so one can write off all the costs, hasn't really
saved them for much. • • And that's a sharre.
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EAA CHAPTER 168 CHRISTMAS PARTY 1984
Friday night December 7th at Willow Bend Polo and Hunt Club. Great food and
fellowship to start the season right. The halls will be decked; come jingle
the bells! $18.50 per person contact Chris Kosan for details 242-8062 and
reservations.
PRE:5 IDL:NT
CLI\SSlFIE[J ADVT.
Gerry Catha
527 Shelly Ct.
Duncanville 75137
214-2'38-•l4tA.

Vlt.":E Pf<ESIOENT
PROGRAMS
.J•:>hn Cr iuwel l
6534 Nt:!r .::<:dee.
D4llas TX
7521~
21-1-824-2'102
310:Cid, 'fAf<Y

CONN'L AOVlRTISING
D4le broc,ku
:::-100 Via Balboa
C4rrollton TX 75006
214-386- • 026

TkEASUFIER
Clair Uuttun
2113 Clearf1eld Cir
Richardson TX 75081
21<1 -;:.: u ·•t,0·10

"ECHOES"

DIRECTORS

Norvin Brott
1317 Seminole Dr.
Richardson 75080
214-235-5552

SAfETV OFFICER
Hora & Sharon Seeton
11240 Druaaond Dr.
D<1llaa TX 75228
214-270-3791

CHAPTER RECORDS•
Owen Bruce
602 Opal Lane
Richord~on 75080

214-231-39'!6
.John Crook
'551 Hanover
A11 en TX
75002
214-727-2653
Bob Cutler
4405 Purdue
Dollas TX 75225
214-361-5651

Pute Ohl•on
8928 Hackney Lane
Dellea TX 75238
214-348-1823

ADVISOR <1983 Pre&>

NENBERSHIP

RECORDS

Nonroe NcDonold
4130 Shoracreet
Dallaa TX 75209
214-352-1564

Chr1s Koaan
2100 Via Balboa
carrollton 75006
214-386-4026

F:(J! TOR

Clarence Woy
7119 Dalewood Ln
Dalloa TX 75214
214-827-2357

k. N1.ckle
2026 Nars Dr.
G4rlend TX 750~0
214-495-5139

PUB LISHE!<

Dallas TX 75234X
214-241-1185

Nciraan Seaton
Sharon Seat.on
11240 Drummond Dr.
Dallea TX 75228
214-270-3791

LIBRARIAN

DESIGNEE5

Ernie Ludwick

3130 Pin ·Oak

Don Brool<~h ier
1802 Gl~ngarry Dr~
Carrollton
75006
214-242-St>Ol

C,

R. K.

<Dick> Cavin

10529 Somerton Dr.
Dallas TX 75229
214-35 l -<l604

FLY-IN COOHDI~ATOR
Peggy·~ Bob Cutler
214-361-5651

Claren.::~ NcDon4ld
1100 Laktishore

T0(11. CUSTOIJI AN

Neaqu1t~ TX 75149
214-288-E,777

Robert G,;,r,;,n
3021 Stonehenge

Carrollton 75006
214-242-5911

Jim Rust,1n9
Route 1
Box 107
Allen
TX 7~00.2
214-234-0264 days
214-727-5630 home

DA,r r

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER.
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind-Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let:
DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY

Find Answer to Your Particular Need.
Just Call:

15790

458 - 7550

ROAD

J)()()lil!,T

DA.LU&, TED& 75234

Delmo (Pitta Special) Johnson

Flying a PITTS
MAKES YOU SPECIAL !

ALCOA-the
GasoLEAN machine !

We're proud to announce our
appointment as a dealer for
Pitts Aerobatics, offering a
full line of parts, kits, and
CERTIFICATED FACTORY-BUILT
AIRPLANES, including the
260 hp S-2B, the ultimate
fabulous NEW two place
aircraft for instruction AND
unlimited competition.

We are STOCKING distributors
for the entire line of quality
products - TCP, Vernier Controls,
EGT's, CHT's and engine
analyzers, featuring the
fantastic new MCCA series,
the instruments that allow
you to visually monitor all
cylinders simultaneously.
Dealer inquiries invited.

. Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 40002
Garland, Texas 75040
(214) 271-7320

Hangar (South Byilding):
Rockwall Airport (West Side)
Rockwall, Texas 75087
(214) 722-8375

lBwceS~

I

I

Chief Barnstormer

Joa,mie
S~
Chief Anonymous

!\-~+'

Bud Judy

~~:f)~--------.,.....,~~f
NEW STITS DEALER
FOR DALLAS AREAi
(Located near
Addison Airport)

~~~

214-380-11 05
4133 High Star

Dallas, TX 75252

!J{IGff S'l'A'lL
AVIATION

HANGAR YOUR AIRCRAFT
with someone who appreciates
Sport Aircraft!

·~

Space available in new 60 1 x 60 1
hangar along runway at Aero Valley
Contact: Bud Judy

214-380-1105

(-

Airplanes
Instruments
Used Parts
Engines
Radios

SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS

BILLY R. WOFFORD .

8701 Cardinal Road
Fort Worth, Texas 76180
(across from Mangham Airport)

AMS/OIL DIRECT DEALER ·
INCREASED H.P.
FUEL EFFICIENT
REDUCES FRICTION

Ft. Worth, TX 76180
(817) 281-6458
BETTER COOLING
LOWER OXIDATION STABILITY
CALL FOR DETAILS

COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT MATER~ALS STITS DISTRIBUTOR
LONG-EZE, DRAGONFLY
BEST PROCESS
SAF-T-POXY, FIBERGLASS,
BEST PRICES
FOAM AND ACCESSORIES.
BEST SERVICE

ALPHA PLASTICS, INC.
·

Route 1, Box 231
West, Texas 76691
(817) 826-3639

VISA & MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED
SAMIE OR NEXT DAY SHIPMENT . ...

BOBBY OSBORN

CAMERA / PROJECTOR REPAIRING-COLOR DEVELOPING IN ONE HOUR
-

DISCOUNT PHOTO

~

101 Farmers Branch Shopping Center
(Valley View at Josey Lane)

~
I

!
~

I
L

i
i

OWNERS:
IRA & ELIZABETH HAt.E

Bus. 817-281-8468
Res. (metro) 268-2786

Farmers Branch, Texas 75234

Phone: 241-6214
Don G. Williams 1-

)( Nancy H. Williams

I
I

i

~

0,::::,::-=-::::-::-:--:-:-::=::-:-=-=~-------_JO
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~[ruo~~ • [p)~

[F~w• [n)® [Ri[ID[n)©[ru

Rt.1,Box183B
~
Rockwall, Texas 75087
Metro 226-7610 _ _ _ _ _
_..-·.... '
~-~(214)563-3765
_.,.-

,,...,

SUMMER CAMP- Boys and Girls, age 7 -17
LODGE AND FACILITIES- Parties, Retreats

PARTS

•

ACCESSORIES

AV OIL

STITS
~~

~XHIL-P-6070
~:tMETRIC

(-

2 CYCLE
OIL

SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS

XfABRICS
XCOATINGS

~

HARDWARE

2818 CENTURY (Off Denton Drive)
DALLAS.TEXAS 75220

XTUBING
XSHEET

PLYWOOD

•

'

Toll-free in Texas 1 (800) 442-3058

4130 STEEL

~XSPARS
:tCAPSTRIPS

,--4'

OMNYAIR
(214) 350-5531

AIRPORT - Fuel, Instruction, Hangers
Luxury Guest House

SPRUCE

"When you need it, call us!"

T.N. "Jim" PUTNEY
AMS/OIL DEALER

ADHESIVES

ea

fj.

0

xr-ss

.

,

ffJ HARDWARE

®@v

1707 W. Lavender Lane
Arlington, TX 76013
817-274- 1083

.

XfAA APPROVED
AIRPLANE KITS
FOAM & FIBERGLAS~ XKR-1 'KR-2
XPOLYURETHANE .
':CJ-1B
XRESINS, CLOTH
·.

SEND FOR OUR COMPLETE HOMEBUILDERS SUPPLY CATALOG
J'<1
ALPHA Av1A noN SUPPLY Co.
~r::.

·oo

~ - 0. BOX 641 •GREENVILLE. TEXAS 75401

'\."

.__ _ _ _ _ _2.1 4..
-s.,2.,1.~3 a,.1 1 ••z.14•..".s..
s,.-3.;s;,;•,;,3_ _ _.,_ _.,1111
1111 11111 1111

HANGAR

The Dallas Area Sport Aviation Airport

•

ANTIQU -CLA881C-HOIIE8UIL T-E X PE RIIIENTAL

Maniar ••••• Awallable For E A A lle111beu

• ONTHLY

E.A.A. DALLAS CHAPTER 168
POST OFFICE BOX 168

ADDISON, TEXAS 75001

36

AERO-COUNTRY AIRPORT

RENTAL RATE ( I ) : WINGSPAN (FT) ll 1.15

CONTACT:_

c;,.,, •. ••tto•

(Z 14)2 a 1 •8070

